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SUMMARY OF POLICIES
Housing and planning
✓ Garden communities: 40% affordability will be maintained with the development of
innovative, sustainable communities based on garden city principles and a stress on wellconnected communities.
✓ Affordable housing: Affordability will be indexed to local wages with UDC as the main social
housing provider, assisted by a council-owned housing development company. By 2030, there
should be 2,500 new council houses.
✓ Private rent: A responsible landlord register, a landlords’ co-operative and a private tenants
association will help boost the quality of the private rented sector, reduce private rent inflation
and empower tenants in the private sector.
✓ Planning: The planning process will be opened to greater transparency with publication of
viability assessments.
✓ Self-build: Self-build will be actively encouraged, including assistance to local army veterans,
with the formation of self-build organisations.

Economic Development
✓ Stansted Airport: Development of an enterprise zone around Stansted Airport to maximise
job opportunities for people living in the new garden communities, using business rate relief
and local development orders to stimulate investment.

Communities and Partnerships
✓ Sports: Funding for sports should prioritise developing facilities at existing community sports
clubs rather than concentrating resources in large budget prestige projects.
✓ Youth: Local youth counselling services, youth clubs and youth centres should be better
supported to tackle mental illness among young people, provide them with positive activities,
encourage self-confidence and enable vulnerable young people to access services they need.
✓ Libraries: Essex County Council’s proposed closures of Stansted and Thaxted libraries will be
opposed as a withdrawal of a statutory service. Should the closures go ahead, the libraries will
be run by Uttlesford District Council and adequately staffed and stocked. Libraries will also
host other information points and support the arts.
✓ Allotments and community gardens: The number of allotments in Uttlesford will be doubled
to meet demand and groups seeking to establish community gardens will be supported.
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Environment
✓ Woodlands: Investment in new community woodlands to support local biodiversity and
provide carbon neutral biofuel, either used in wood burners or in electricity generation, that
could provide commercial value to sustainable woodland management.
✓ Green transport: Support the installation of more charging points at major centres of
employment and public facilities, reward the uptake of electric vehicles and explore other
incentives including more renewable micro-generation of energy for vehicle charging.

Women’s rights
✓ Equalities portfolio: A deputy cabinet position will oversee Uttlesford’s equalities portfolio,
which would examine how the council’s policies impact on gender equality, as well as LGBT+
and ethnic and religious minorities in the district.
✓ Procurement policies: The equalities standards that the council applies in its own workforce
should also apply to contractors working for the council.
✓ Childcare: Partner with a local credit union to introduce an affordable childcare loan for local
parents so that they can return to work without ending up out of pocket.
✓ End period poverty: All public toilets in the district will have dispensers for free sanitary
products funded by the council, so that women and girls who are in hardship do not have to
live in physical and emotional discomfort.

Finances
✓ Protecting finances: Commit to 2.99% annual precept rises over the course of the four-year
council session in order to offset the effects of central government cuts and inflation. The
impact of a higher precept will be offset by increased discretionary payments for council tax
support, so that no local families facing hardship will be adversely affected.
✓ Diversification: Diversify revenue streams with an end to further investment in the
Chesterford Research Park and a greater spread of investment across asset classes and
protect council finances from negative risk. We would separate strategic long-term investment
in the local economy from investments in bonds, stocks and other instruments with the latter
entrusted to professional asset managers to deliver strong returns.
✓ Sovereign wealth fund: Seek to establish a £1 billion sovereign wealth fund with other
councils, pooling assets to create a larger investor that can deliver better returns, mitigate risk
and invest strategically in the local economy.
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INTRODUCTION
Saffron Walden Constituency Labour Party is pleased to present its
manifesto for Uttlesford. It is a bold but realistic manifesto that recognises
the challenges and opportunities that face our local community. Our
community faces many challenges but the austerity policies pushed by
the Conservatives locally and nationally have exacerbated these and
coupled with the current political and economic uncertainty it may seem
that the opportunities are few and far between.
There are so many opportunities that

many financial and infrastructural

previous councils have failed to capitalise

challenges and so we are advocating

upon. Instead the Tory led council have

imaginative solutions. For too long our

placed the emphasis on growing the

local politicians have suggested the same

housing stock and creating new

old tired policies. Our policies are new but

settlements but at the same time cutting

build on precedent and are within the

public services and failing to develop the

bounds of legal possibility and fiscal ability.

infrastructure these new developments

Our policies are also designed to benefit

require. Yet it doesn’t have to be like this

the many: we have policies to end the

and we in the Labour party believe a new

isolation of so many, to promote health and

and ambitious approach is the answer.

fitness by encouraging sports clubs and

This manifesto sets out how Labour

allotments, to save our libraries and to

councillors would deal with the council’s

foster gender equality. Our candidates

financial challenges as well as creating

come from all sectors of society, vary in

communities that are nurturing, fair,

age, gender and occupation but all are

inclusive, healthy and sustainable. We

passionate about making Uttlesford a place

believe our policies will help Uttlesford

where we can all thrive, feel safe and be

move forward. We recognise there are

valued for who we are.
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PLANNING AND HOUSING

Under the Conservative government, affordable housebuilding has fallen to the lowest
level in a generation. A lack of genuinely affordable housing makes us all poor. It robs
us of community, diversity and skills. Labour will build the genuinely affordable homes
to rent and buy that the district needs.
Uttlesford’s quality of life has been

result, the district has become gentrified,

supported by its rural nature, good schools

with families on low and even middle

and transport links to major centres of

incomes gradually forced out.

economic activity – Cambridge and

Communities are built on family bonds and

London. However, a failure of economic

life-long friendships, but these are broken

planning and housing policy means that

when housing becomes unaffordable. Lack

the high desirability of the area has pushed

of genuinely affordable housing also

up housing costs to around 12 times the

means a lack of housing for key workers,

average wage paid in the district. As a

including nurses, police officers, care
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workers, teachers, refuse collectors and all

14.8% in 2009 to 13.1% in 2017. The 2017

the other valuable members of our

figures for UDC compare with 14.3% for

community who keep public services

Essex, 21.8% for Braintree, 30.7% for

going.

Harlow and 13.7% for Chelmsford.

In every year since 2010, there have been

Uttlesford has a lower level than Essex and

over 800 households on the council

neighbouring authorities that have been

housing waiting list and in many years the

able to grow social housing stock through

level has exceeded 1,000. We need more

housing associations and registered

social housing and Uttlesford Labour

providers.

believes that as much as possible should

Additionally, the existing council housing

be under the control of the district council,

stock does not match the demand of those

which is democratically accountable to the

on the housing waiting list. There is a lack

community and provides high quality

of one-bedroom households, which are

housing.

required by around two-thirds of

Between 2010 and 2017, the number of

households on the waiting list. Moreover,

council houses in Uttlesford fell by 66 to

half of those requiring one-bedroom

2,810, while at the same time the number

households are older people who require

of private houses grew by 4,110 to 31,340.

bungalows or warden-assisted

Total social housing, including private

accommodation. However, the council

registered provider or housing association,

housing stock is around two-thirds houses

rose by a total of just 17.

with two or more bedrooms.

Although Uttlesford District Council has

The council has sought to remedy the

been building new council houses, the

situation by insisting that all developments

right-to-buy policy has continued to erode

of 15 houses or more must have 40%

council stock. As a result, the proportion of

affordable housing. However, in 2017

council housing of total housing stock has

social housing as a proportion of total

declined to 7.8% in 2017, down from 9.0%

housing growth was just 13.7% with many

in 2010. The 2017 figures for Uttlesford

developments falling below the threshold

compare with 14.2% for Braintree and

for affordable housing provision. Moreover,

25.4% for Harlow.

affordable housing rents are often far
higher than the level local wages can

Total social housing stock as a proportion

realistically cover.

of all housing stock has declined from
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Uttlesford Labour proposes the following policies:
✓ Garden communities: The new communities proposed for Uttlesford should champion the
cooperative socialist garden city values of Ebenezer Howard1 and contain at least 40%
genuinely affordable housing with a well-balanced range of housing. We want the council to
drive forward town planning with a broad range of house designs; a distinct community identity
that is reflected in innovative architecture; community facilities; adequate infrastructure rolled
out to support each phase of development; plenty of amenity land; integrated transport, and; a
stress on low carbon emissions, low energy use and low water consumption.
✓ Well-connected communities: Ensure that the new garden communities are: well connected
to public transport; have pedestrian and cycling routes that are separate from road traffic;
encompass unique design features to avoid a sterile, cloned suburban feel, and; embrace high
standards of environmental sustainability, including use of renewable electricity and water
conservation measures.
✓ Affordable should mean affordable: Both in the new garden communities and in other
developments, we will support the local plan’s commitment to 40% affordable – including
social rented – accommodation; such housing should be genuinely affordable by indexing
prices to average local wages.
✓ UDC should be the main social housing provider: Council housing should make up the
majority of the 40% affordable target in the new garden communities, potentially involving the
council as a partner in the developments and taking advantage of the planned elimination of
the cap on borrowing by the Housing Revenue Account.
✓ A local housing development company: We would look to emulate scores of other councils
and set up a housing development company as part of the council’s investment strategy. The
company would have the power to buy land, build and manage properties on behalf of the
local council. It would enable a range of tenures and ownership opportunities
✓ Promoting responsible landlords: We will create a voluntary landlords’ register so that
private renters can choose to rent their homes from responsible landlords, as carried out by
several councils.2
✓ Reducing private rent costs: Set up a landlords’ co-operative so that landlords can avoid the
high charges from private lettings agencies and tenants can get a fairer deal. Uttlesford District
Council should also establish a not-for-profit lettings agency.
✓ Empowering tenants: Establish a private tenants’ association to give private renters a voice
and the ability to collectively organise for better conditions.
✓ Advancing planning transparency: Viability assessments for all housing developments
should be publicly available to ensure transparency in the planning process, as carried out in
many other councils.3
✓ Championing self-build: We will provide advice and loans to enable individuals and
community self-build groups to acquire land and develop innovative forms of housing, whether
through their own project management or via contractors and kit homes.
✓ Help our heroes: We will emulate Labour-controlled Plymouth City Council’s award-winning
“Nelson Project” to help army veterans to self-build their homes and overcome the financial
challenges many former soldiers face. We would work with Carver Barracks, veterans’
charities and self-build organisations to enable former military personnel to get a home as well
as provide social housing.4

1

https://www.gardencitiesinstitute.com/advocacy/garden-city-principles
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/housing/private-sector-housing/cornwall-responsible-landlord-scheme/
3 https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/news/news/london-borough-makes-viability-assessments-public-54133
4 https://www.plymouthherald.co.uk/news/plymouth-housing-project-veterans-wins-1607455
2
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Uttlesford has huge unrealised economic potential. Instead of working to make the
district a dynamic hub for development, the Conservatives have been happy for it to
transform from a thriving agro-industrial economy into a gentrified commuter
dormitory. Labour believes that Uttlesford has failed to capitalise on the district’s
significant economic strengths and offer to investors. The multi-modal transport hub
around Stansted Airport – the Eastern region’s biggest single employment site – has
been ignored by UDC. As a result, residents put up with the downsides – air and noise
pollution and congestion – but fail to share in the economic growth it provides.
Neighbouring districts such as Harlow have benefitted more than our district. Labour
proposes a radically different approach – we want to establish a Stansted Airport
Enterprise Zone that will focus on transportation, engineering, logistics, warehousing,
hospitality and technology, which are the biggest growth areas in the British economy.
Uttlesford offers a major advantage as an

The Airport is a key attractor to

economic location with a skilled and

international businesses and the airport

diverse workforce. Stansted Airport

continues to work to attract long haul

provides international connections, while

flights. Developing these routes will be an

the road and rail networks connect it to

important factor for a range of economic

London, Cambridge, Chelmsford, Harlow,

sectors in the London-Stansted-Cambridge

Colchester, Harwich and Felixstowe. Lying

corridor. The airport also plays an

at the heart of an international gateway.

important role in delivering short haul

The Airport continues to grow, with a

flights which connect businesses in growth

rolling annual total of 28.27 million

sectors with major European markets and

passengers for the 12 months to the end

European Hubs to worldwide connections.

of February 2019 representing a 8.6%

Due to a lack of enthusiasm for economic

increase on the previous year. London

development, Conservative-run Uttlesford

Stansted Airport handled 19,477 tonnes of

has so far failed to make the most of its

air cargo throughput during February, a

access to markets and unlocking the

rise of 2.1%. As part of its £600 million

multiplier effects of massive investment in

investment programme, Stansted Airport is
building a new £130 million arrivals
terminal, in addition to the £200 million
revamp of its existing terminal building.

our district. Yet, the success of proposed
garden communities in Easton Park and
West of Braintree will depend on
leveraging Stansted Airport’s economic
strengths. With 40% affordable housing in
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these new settlements, many new

London-Stansted corridor as an investment

residents will need a range of jobs.

destination. The zone would draw on the

Other councils are already making the
most out of Stansted Airport. Harlow’s

skills developed by Stansted Airport
College, in which Uttlesford District Council
has already invested £300,000.

establishment of an enterprise zone to
exploit the multi-modal transport hub at

There will be many supply chain,

Stansted has seen its business stock grow

supporting services and follow-on

from 2,060 in 2010 to 2,750 in 2016 at a
growth rate almost twice the national
average. As part of its £100 million
investment programme, in November 2018
Braintree District Council exchanged

opportunities from the Enterprise Zone and
Chesterford Research Park. The enterprise
zone would seek to attract business
through business rate relief and coinvestment with Labour’s proposed
strategic investment fund, as set out in our

contracts to buy a 65-acre site in Great

Finance section. A venture capital

Notley which will be the location for a

investment scheme and the development

brand new business and innovation park

of co-working spaces could support local

called Horizon 120, which is oriented

entrepreneurs.

towards companies working with Stansted
Airport. Sectors targeted include
professional services companies, research,

By integrating the college with the
enterprise zone, we would ensure that
local employers can access the skills they

digital and development sectors and

need and that local residents can benefit.

advanced manufacturing.

The college could work with businesses in

Labour believes that Uttlesford should

the enterprise zone to identify growth

emulate the success of neighbouring

sectors and support them by closing skills

councils in order to enhance the growth

gaps.

opportunities provided by the airport. We
advocate Enterprise Zone status around
Stansted Airport and would seek a
development partner with experience in
airport-related sectors. The development of
a Stansted Airport Enterprise Zone would
augment business at Chesterford
Research Park, the Harlow Enterprise
Zone and similar airport-related business
initiatives, thereby strengthening the

We need to ensure that the garden
communities benefit from the economic
prosperity generated by our businesses.
With the opportunity to provide a highquality location for businesses and
residents, Uttlesford can deliver high
quality homes, communities and business
locations through the creation of the
garden communities.
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Uttlesford Labour will create a Stansted Airport Enterprise Zone by emulating the successful
policies pursued by the Harlow Enterprise Zone, including:
✓ Business rates relief for eligible target-sector companies. Businesses that occupy property in
the zone would be eligible for a discretionary relief of up to 100% of the business rates
payable, up to a limit of £55,000 per year and a maximum of £275,000 in any five-year period
subject to meeting the criteria.
✓ Simplified planning, using Local Development Orders for specific sites within the zone. These

enable planning permission to be granted for specific development that supports the objectives
of the enterprise zone and meets planning conditions. The simplification of the planning
process will reduce delay, reduce business costs and provide certainty in order to stimulate
investment.
✓ Improved site connectivity through new and improved infrastructure, which is the fundamental
component to enterprise growth. We welcome the plans for improvement work on the
congested Junction 8 of the M11 and the A120/A1250 Dunmow Road roundabout. However,
more capacity is needed on the Greater Anglia line and the M11 and A120 need further
improvements to address bottlenecks. Access to superfast broadband throughout the district is
also essential for economic growth and inward investment.
✓ Our investment strategy would support start-ups in the zone through venture capital
investment. See Finance. Co-working spaces would be created in the zone to support new
businesses.
✓ Inward investment campaign promoting the Uttlesford offer to business, regionally, nationally
and internationally.
✓ Business support, networking and supply chain development opportunities within the target
sectors.
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COMMUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIPS

Sports
Sport must be run in the interests of those who participate in it and love it, not just for
a privileged few. We will put community sports clubs at the centre of sports provision
and will rebalance investment in sports and leisure so that all communities in
Uttlesford are close to high quality facilities.

Uttlesford District Council has focused all

While UDC is planning to invest £500,000

its sports provision investment in and

in a running track at Carver Barracks in

around Saffron Walden to the expense of

Wimbish, residents at the other end of the

other settlements in the district. There are

district look to Braintree, Chelmsford,

a plethora of football, rugby and cricket

Bishop’s Stortford and Harlow for their

clubs as well as running and cycling

needs. Meanwhile, community sports

groups throughout the district.

facilities lack capital investment.
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Uttlesford Labour considers community

grow, improve and bolster local talent.

sports groups as fundamental to boosting

Uttlesford Labour believes we should

participation in sport for people of all ages

improve what we have, rather than aim for

as well as fostering a sense of community

a massive investment in one single facility

identity.

in one community that will be mostly used

For example, Stansted and Takeley

by just one-third of the district’s population.

football clubs are set to be promoted from

We also want to involve all local clubs

the Essex Senior League to a higher

covering football, rugby, cricket, cycling

division in the 2019/20 season. Promotion

and athletics in a sports forum to examine

brings with it the opportunity to expand

the areas of greatest need and channel

club activities with veterans and juniors

investment via grants. We believe more

football teams, more sponsorship

people will benefit from spreading

opportunities, investment in skills, etc. Yet,

investment through capital grants in

promotion is dependent on meeting certain

community sports groups than investment

standards. UDC should help all the sports

in one sports and leisure facility in one part

clubs reach the standards required to

of Uttlesford.

Young People
Labour aims to bring an end to the neglect

concerns about sexuality and insecurity

of children’s mental health. Half of people

about body image. Yet, under Tory

with mental health problems as adults

austerity measures, local CAMHS is

present with symptoms by the age of 14. In

unable to keep up with demand, while

recent years, referrals to Child and

mental health beds for both children and

Adolescent Mental Health Services have
increased by two-thirds, and the number of
young people presenting to A&E units with
psychiatric conditions has doubled. Suicide
is now the most common cause of death
for boys aged between five and 19.

adults have been slashed across Essex.
Under the Conservatives, nearly £400
million has been cut from youth services
and over 600 youth centres have closed.
Uttlesford has not escaped Tory cuts over
the years as the Tories in Essex have

Young people feel several pressures:
bullying at school and social media,

overseen the almost complete decimation
of the Essex Youth Service.

difficulties at home, relationship problems,
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Uttlesford Labour will:
✓ Invest in early intervention by supporting local youth counselling services and work with local
schools and GP surgeries to identify areas of need and the means to effectively deliver
services.
✓ We will seek to revive youth services and support youth clubs and youth centres to provide
young people with positive activities, encourage self-confidence and enable vulnerable young
people to access services they need.

Libraries
Libraries are vital social assets, valued by communities across the country. We will
defend libraries from closure and ensure they are preserved for future generations,
including wi-fi and computers to meet modern needs.

Tory-controlled Essex County Council has
proposed the closure of Thaxted and
Stansted libraries in its recent consultation
document. The outcome of the consultation
exercise, which ended on 21 February, will
not be known until after the election.
Uttlesford Labour activists have supported
keeping the libraries open and have
opposed cuts in hours and book stock at
the district’s other two libraries in Saffron
Walden and Dunmow.
Dunmow library demonstrates how
investment in library services increases
usage.
Uttlesford Labour will campaign for the
district council to pursue all avenues to
keep open the libraries and defend

responsibilities to ensure a comprehensive

opening hours and book stock, including

library service in our rural area and

urging the Minister for Libraries to force the

supporting any judicial review.

county council to abide by its statutory

UTTLESFORD FOR THE MANY NOT THE FEW
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If all efforts to prevent Essex County Council from withdrawing library services fail, Uttlesford
Labour proposes the following policies:
✓ Fund the annual rent costs which amount to £7,000 for Thaxted and £13,000 for Stansted from
the Communities and Partnerships Portfolio.
✓ Employ a full-time qualified librarian – or two part-time librarians – at a cost of approximately
£30,000 to ensure that the two libraries have adequate staff cover.
✓ Negotiate with Essex Library Service to ensure that we can tap their resources, including interlibrary loans, e-book lending and other services.
✓ Libraries can play an important role in self-improvement and the love of learning, as well as
accessing crucial information. We will look at how local libraries could develop synergies with
information services and civic groups – such as the district council’s information desks, the
Citizens Advice Bureau, Essex Police, Job Centre Plus, etc – to provide a comprehensive and
integrated service that spans culture, community information, self-help and government
authorities.

Saffron Walden Museum
Saffron Walden Museum is a very special centre for culture, heritage and education in
Uttlesford. Uttlesford Labour seeks to maintain the museum as one of the best
community museums in the country, ensuring it keeps abreast of latest advances in
curating, archiving and public displays and continues to offer internships to young
people.
Over the years, the museum has hosted

academic discipline. We will commit to

several successful exhibitions and events

maintaining staffing at current levels, at the

in conjunction with other organisations and

minimum, and will commit to raising

support from sponsors. We believe UDC

expenditure in line with costs.

should assist the museum in deepening

We hope to make the museum an

these tie-ups, including other museums in

educational establishment, developing

the region and in London as well as

learning programmes in local history that

universities and further education colleges,

will be self-funding. Such educational

to share resources, develop special

programmes will contribute to lifelong

exhibitions and involve secondary school

learning, professional development and, for

children in developing knowledge of

younger people, developing skills that

archaeology, curatorship and history as an

could be used in academic learning.
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Allotments and Community Gardens

As well as enabling people to grow nutritious food, allotments improve the fitness of
allotment holders and develop a sense of community. Community gardens provide
budding horticulturalists and other residents the opportunity to beautify our towns and
villages and provide places to relax. Uttlesford Labour wants to expand allotment
provision and provide support for the development of community gardens.

Residents working on allotments and

Allotments also play an important role in

community gardens get to mix with people

healthy living. Just 30 minutes of gardening

of different ages, with very different social

can burn around 150 calories. This is the

backgrounds. Sharing advice and guidance

same as a work out in the gym or aerobics,

and just getting to know each other means

but outside, in the fresh air.

they play an important role in tackling

Allotments and community gardens serve

isolation and loneliness. This can provide

the district by looking attractive and

the foundation for other communal

appealing. They can also provide habitats

activities such as parties and outings.

for all forms of wildlife. By cultivating and
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planting an allotment, gardeners help keep

the doubling or more of allotment provision

biodiversity levels up, protecting the

over the next decade.

ecosystem, and improving crop yields.

Uttlesford Labour also seeks to establish

We want all residents in the district to have

community gardens in the spirit of Saffron

the opportunity to have an allotment and

Walden’s 19th century Quaker benefactors

participate in community gardens.

the Gibson family who created Bridge End

Uttlesford Labour is fully committed to

Gardens, the ornamental gardens and

increasing the number of allotments to

maze that the town’s residents have

meet demand and support the creation of

enjoyed for well over a century. We will

community gardens, if groups emerge.

work with any community groups that put

Allotments owned and managed by UDC

forward proposals that demonstrate they

and various parish councils have waiting

can turn derelict land into a public amenity.

lists that are often larger than the number

Allotments and community gardens should

of plots. Applicants can wait for years to

be a central aspect of the design of the

get an allotment, indicating there is strong

new garden communities as well as funded

demand for more. The existing waiting lists

by contributions from developments

coupled with high population growth justify

elsewhere in the district and UDC funding.
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ENVIRONMENT

Investing in our environment is investing in our future. The Conservatives broke their
promise to be the greenest government ever. Unlike the Conservatives who attempted
to privatise our forests, Labour will renew and expand our local woodlands, which are
the lungs of our communities and offer plenty of leisure opportunities.
Uttlesford’s landscape is largely taken up

the district is so bad that naturalists have

with arable farming. The woodland cover it

described it as an “arable desert”, deficient

possesses is small compared to other

in wildlife.

districts and comprised of small pockets of

When open to the public, woodlands

woodland, mostly privately owned but also

provide opportunities for leisure and

including woods managed by charitable

learning. Well managed woods can boost

trusts. Small, isolated woodlands are

local biodiversity, encouraging pollinators

unhelpful to biodiversity, especially if they

such as bees thereby helping farmers as

are not managed for conservation

well as increasing the range of fauna and

objectives. The situation in some parts of
UTTLESFORD FOR THE MANY NOT THE FEW
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flora that support the natural food chain.

cultivation, manufacture and transportation

Woodlands growing native species on a

of the fuel, but as long as the fuel is

coppice rotation can also provide carbon

sourced locally, these are much lower than

neutral biofuel, either used in wood burners

the emissions from fossil fuels.”

or in electricity generation. Uttlesford

We would look at tapping government

Labour wants to encourage the

facilities such as the Domestic Renewable

development of woodlands with improved

Heat Incentive and make community

hedgerows to create wildlife corridors

woodland management and biomass

linking woods together.

heating a target of our high yield portfolio

We will also look at how woodlands can be

of our district investment strategy.

exploited for commercial value, while

Labour wants Uttlesford to go green and

simultaneously supporting biodiversity.

assist with transition to renewables in

Biomass systems that burn wood pellets,

transport. We have an ambition to start the

chips or logs to power central heating and

journey toward making UDC a leading

hot water boilers could be installed in

Council in the uptake of electric vehicles,

affordable homes in the planned garden

for example by supporting the installation

communities. This would help residents

of more charging points at major centres of

save money, while revenue from the

employment and public facilities, rewarding

biomass would help sustain the cost of

the uptake of electric vehicles – such as

woodland management.

through parking benefits and subsidised

The Energy Saving Trust states: “The

charging – and exploring other incentives

carbon dioxide emitted when wood is

including more renewable micro-generation

burned is the same amount that was

of energy for vehicle charging. This will

absorbed over the months and years that

help make our district a cleaner place to

the plant was growing. The process is

live and reduce pollution in our congested

sustainable if new plants continue to grow

town centres.

in place of those used for fuel. There are
some carbon emissions caused by the
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WOMEN’S RIGHTS
The Labour Party is the party of equality and seeks to build a society and world free
from sexism and misogyny. Labour has a strong record on progressing women’s
rights and freedoms that we can be proud of. We intend to advance progressive values
of women’s empowerment in Uttlesford to tackle gender equality in the district.

Uttlesford has an enormous gender

Gender Pay Gap:
Mean Income Difference

pay gap. In 2018, male workers in
Uttlesford earned 72% more than
female workers, according to data
from the Office for National

80%
70%
60%

Statistics. While this was slightly

50%

less than the Essex average, it was

40%

far higher than the still appalling

30%

60% national average. Men in full-

20%

time employment earned 37% more

10%

than women, indicating that while

0%

higher levels of part-time

Uttlesford

Essex

UK

employment explained a significant portion

responsibility for childcare, acting as a

of the gender pay gap, women still fall well

barrier to full-time employment.

behind men in terms of earnings.

Women also bear the brunt of financial

There are several reasons why women’s

hardship, represent the largest number of

incomes are lower than men’s pay: direct

victims of domestic violence and sexual

discrimination that is illegal under

assault, and are the overwhelming number

equalities laws; the under-valuing of

of single parents. Often, these problems

women’s competences and skills in which

are interlinked, with a lack of economic

women doing the work of equal value are

independence preventing women from

paid less; promotion rates; occupational

seeking help from domestic violence and

segregation; stereotypes that influence

the challenges of single parenthood

young women’s choices of career; and, the

making it difficult for women to realise their

gendered division of household labour in

aspirations.

which women often have the greatest
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Many women want to go back to work after

(£1,108.04) per month for two or more

having children but find local childcare too

children.

expensive. Currently, parents who meet

Women in Uttlesford are not immune from

the qualifying rules may be able to get up

these problems that afflict society, so the

to 85% of their childcare costs with a

district council should look at how it can be

maximum of 85% of £760.42 per month for

part of the solution.

one child (£646.35) or £1,303.57

Equalities portfolio
Uttlesford Labour would appoint a separate

would examine how the council’s policies

deputy cabinet position to oversee

impact on gender equality, as well as

Uttlesford’s equalities portfolio, which is

LGBT+ and ethnic and religious minorities

currently held by the deputy leader. They

in the district.

Using procurement power
Uttlesford district council has a good track-

We would ensure all contractors working

record on equal pay, but we should ensure

for the council can demonstrate they

that the same standards apply to

actively implement equal pay and anti-

companies working for the local authority.

discrimination policies.

Help with childcare costs
In Uttlesford, average nursery costs are

struggle to meet. Families with more than

around £750 per month for children in full-

one child would be even worse off with a

time childcare, so the maximum that a

family with two children in childcare

Universal Credit claimant can receive in

requiring an extra £392 per month, the

support is £637.50 for one child.5 This

equivalent of over £4,700 per annum.

leaves parents needing to find £112.50 per

High childcare costs often prompt women

month in costs, equating to over 14 hours

to delay going back to work, which

work per month on the minimum wage. It

undermines their long-term economic

amounts to an annual cost of £1,350, a

independence. We would partner with a

cost that some low-income families would

local credit union to introduce an affordable

5

www.childcare.co.uk
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childcare loan for local parents so that they

stakeholders, whereas commercial

can return to work without ending up out of

operations seek to maximise profits for

pocket. Uttlesford could act as reinsurers,

shareholders and investors. A partnership

protecting credit unions from the risk of

between Uttlesford, a credit union and

loan default to maintain their involvement.

parents requiring childcare loans would

The council could also contribute towards

emphasise meeting needs, as opposed to

the administrative costs of running the

profit chasing.

scheme as well as act as intermediary

While non-performing loan rates are likely

between claimants and the lender. A low-

to be higher than the market average due

cost loan with a long repayment period

to the insecurity of work and low incomes,

would help local working families. We

such a scheme would pay for itself in the

believe this innovative, yet common-sense

long-term by helping working parents to get

approach should receive cross-party

back into work and raise their income

support at UDC.

levels. Ultimately, this would reduce the

The advantage of using credit unions as

welfare costs and create a net benefit in

opposed to commercial insurers is that

terms of tax revenue.

they emphasise best value for

End period poverty
Women and girls facing financial hardship

effect on their success, confidence and

can struggle to pay for sanitary products.

happiness.

Research has found that in the worst

Uttlesford Labour would ensure that all

circumstances, girls are missing school

public toilets in the district have dispensers

and parents are resorting to stealing in

for free sanitary products funded by the

order to provide for their daughters.6

council, so that women and girls who are in

Over half of women who have experienced

hardship do not have to live in physical and

period poverty believe it has had a direct

emotional discomfort.

6

https://www.always.co.uk/en-gb/aboutus/endperiodpoverty
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FINANCE
Councils deliver vital local services to our communities, but their budgets have been
slashed by Conservative cuts. This has led to pressure on local authority finances that
has affected a range of services and the loss of important community assets. Under
Tory austerity, Uttlesford is seeing a 20% reduction in funding over the next four to
five years with the expected elimination of the New Homes Bonus and the Rural
Services Grant. Our public services must rest on the foundation of sound finances, yet
locally Conservatives are committing to high risk investments to tap new revenue
streams with no strategy in place and no expert oversight. Uttlesford Labour will
ensure that council investments deliver the necessary returns to plug the funding gap
caused by the Conservative central government, while ensuring that risk is minimised
with sufficient oversight, accountability and expertise.
With the council ever more reliant on

Awareness of risk is the biggest step to

investment income, risks to investments

planning for potential pitfalls, while failure

will pose a risk to the council’s ability to

to plan can lead to unexpected and

pay for our local public services. Risk

possibly disastrous consequences. In

should be the focus of council attention.

2008, Uttlesford was hit by the collapse of

Under the current Tory leadership, the

the Icelandic bank Landsbanki in which it

future of Uttlesford District Council's long-

had deposited £2.2mn. While much of the

term finances rest largely on the fortunes

money was eventually recovered, the

of the council’s investment in one single

council was subjected to years of

business, the Chesterford Research Park,

uncertainty. The council’s investment in

which is focused on biotech and pharma

CRP is many times bigger and therefore

sectors and 50% owned by the council's

requires a fuller appreciation of risk in

Aspire (CRP) subsidiary, an investment

order to avert a similar event.

that has so far cost the council more than

The failure to discuss emerging risks, such

£50 million – the other 50% is owned by

as Brexit, in council subsidiary Aspire

Aviva Investors. Through loans to Aspire,

(CRP) Ltd's annual risk statement to

Uttlesford is devoting millions more to the

Companies House is amateurish and

renovation of Newnham Building, a

reckless. It fails to meet the basic

property on the park, yet has struggled to

requirements of an annual return – to

find tenants to rent any of the four

identify risks it faces as a result of its

laboratory suites.
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activities – and instead adopts a rose-

business risks, which are tied to one

tinted view of its long-term risk profile.

specific sector. Issues such as over-supply

Aspire’s Director’s Report claims that

of research parks in the Cambridge area,

“market risk takes the form of property

economic risks and specific risks to the

valuations, which have a direct impact on

biotech and pharma sectors are not fully

the value of investments.” However, for

appreciated yet have a major impact on

UDC the market risk comes in the form of

council funding.

risk to short-term income, not just long-

Uttlesford places great trust in Aviva’s risk

term property values that are of most

assessment with Aspire’s Director’s Report

relevance when an asset is disposed.

for 2017/18 simply referring to Aviva’s

Nevertheless, its inability to ascertain

approach to operational and credit risk in

proper market value was demonstrated in

lieu of its own. As a leading institutional

the £2.7m downward “fair value

investor, Aviva Investors – Aspire’s partner

adjustment” of Aspire’s stake in CRP,

in the CRP – has global assets under

which means that in its first year of

management of over £315bn, of which

operation the value of Aspire’s investment

property investment represents 7.6% while

dropped by just under 6%. While in time

its largest single asset classes are equities

the asset value is likely to appreciate, this

(13.0%) and fixed income (45.7%). Aviva

massive decline in just one year reveals

Investors’ risk profile and approach to its

the Tories’ reckless naiveté, buying a stake

joint venture in CRP (0.2% of its entire

in the research park that was arguably

property portfolio and 0.02% of its total

over-valued.

AUM) will be very different to UDC/Aspire.

In terms of revenue flows to the council,

Aviva Investors can withstand any losses

around 40% of the CRP's net income

from such a marginal investment, while

comes from just two tenants. With CRP

UDC is heavily financially reliant on income

earning the council a net income of around

from CRP, which represents its sole

£1.5 million to £1.7 million annually, these

investment to date and a major income

two businesses provide at least £600,000

stream. It will be less interested in income

in funding to plug the gap caused by cuts

from investment than it will be in the return

in central government funding. If either

from selling its stake, while for the UDC

tenant ends their lease and is not replaced,

there is UDC will not be able to take such

our local services will be drastically cut.

risks and must be mindful of the risks to its

Our services therefore depend on their

investments and plan accordingly.
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Compared to other councils’ investment

stake in CRP. However, Uttlesford also

portfolios, Uttlesford’s return on investment

must pay back the loan it took at a rate of

is poor and does not reflect a multitude of

0.5% - the council is earning income from

emerging and long-term risks. The council

the difference in interest rates on its

has justified its investment on the basis

borrowing and lending, which amounts to a

that it is earning a gross return of around

net yield of 3.5%.

4% from the loan to Aspire to acquire the
Table: Uttlesford’s income yield is lower than neighbouring councils, but risk is higher
LOCAL AUTHORITY

NUMBER OF

VALUE OF ASSETS

GROSS INCOME

ASSETS

(£ '000)

(£ '000)

BRAINTREE

86

34,367

2,000

5.8%

CHELMSFORD

37

82,033

5,000

6.1%

394

45,000

3,000

7.4%

15

38,700

1,900-2,300

5.0-6.0%

1

47,000

2,000

4.3%

EPPING FOREST
ESSEX
UTTLESFORD

GROSS INCOME YIELD

With no institutional investment experience

It is time for a complete rethink and an

of its own and Aspire’s non-executive

open and honest debate about council

directors having little or no expertise in this

investment strategy. Having stirred up the

area of commercial real estate, Uttlesford

debate, Saffron Walden Labour Party

has shirked its responsibilities to conduct

believes it can contribute to the strategy

risk assessment and is highly reliant on a

through constructive criticism that

multi-national corporation to make the key

challenges some of the narrow political

judgement.

dogma and economic naiveté.
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Uttlesford Labour’s proposal for a district council investment fund

Investment Committee
Cross-party committee of councillors decides
mandate and targeted asset allocation after taking
advice from institutional investment professionals.

Uttlesford investment fund
Quarterly reports to investment committee by officers on
portfolio performance. Annual reports on risk, returns and
suggested portfolio adjustments by contracted analysts.

Strategic fund

Commercial fund

Long-term, illiquid investment focused on
developing the local economy through joint
ventures, real estate and private equity and
managed in-house by officers, with
appropriate professional guidance. Aspire
CRP would be moved into this this fund
alongside a new venture capital investment
scheme to support local start-ups and a
local housing development company.

Assets are more liquid than those in the
strategic fund and would include fixed
income, public equity, hedge funds and
mutual funds, overseen by external asset
managers.
Objective: At least 3% compound annual
growth rate above CPI inflation over a fiveyear period.

Objective: Annual gross return of over 4%

Uttlesford Labour will secure local finances by adopting the following measures:
✓ Uttlesford’s investment portfolio will be structured into two funds: commercial and strategic.
The commercial fund would seek to create a return of at least 2% above the consumer price
index with assets that can be divested as they reach maturity. The strategic fund would consist
of investments that can help develop the local economy, deliver a steady return and held over
the long-term with the aim of a gross return of at least 4%.
✓ Investment will be spread across several asset classes – fixed income, real estate, private
equity, and public equity – to ensure a broad range of risk. We would move towards the norms
of asset allocation, taking the advice from an asset management company with experience in
long-term investment funds.
✓ All new investment in CRP should be halted and growth in the park should be secured through
raising capital from other investors, particularly those with a sound track record in managing
research parks.
✓ A housing development company, as outlined in Housing and Planning, will form part of the
council’s strategic investments. We envisage this will provide a steady rate of return with local
risk than commercial real estate due to strong demand for housing in Uttlesford. We will
examine how this could work in tandem with the Housing Revenue Account to deliver new
council homes.
✓ A venture capital scheme could form a small part of the strategic fund, but delivering
potentially high rates of return. This scheme would support local start-ups in the proposed
Stansted Airport Enterprise Zone. See Economic Development.
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✓ We will hedge all investments to offset risks. We will seek to choose the best asset managers
with specific strategies with alternative/non-traditional risk exposures that potentially offset
market beta in the larger portfolio.
✓ Fixed income and public equity investments should be managed by external asset managers,
including passive index-tracking funds as well as actively managed funds that aim to beat
benchmark rates of return.
✓ With the council set to be more reliant on business rate retention, it is crucial that the
investment strategy is not entirely tied to the local economy or we will find strong pro-cyclical
revenue flows with the potential for deficits during recession. We would identify assets that are
not so exposed to the trends that affect business rates.
✓ In order to protect local public services and ensure fiscal prudence, we will raise the council
precept to the threshold of 2.99% annually, not the 1.99% advocated in Uttlesford’s Medium
Term Financial Strategy. With inflation set to exceed 2% over the medium-term alongside
growing responsibilities and fiscal pressures, we believe that higher council tax rises are
inevitable and that it is dishonest of the Tories to pretend a 1.99% rise is attainable.
✓ We will offset the impact of these precept rises with an increase in discretionary payments for
council tax support, so that no local families facing hardship will be adversely affected.
✓ We will work with other councils in and around Essex with a view to establishing a sovereign
wealth fund with £1 billion assets under management through the pooling of portfolios.
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